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 The Canadian Environmental Law Association (“CELA”) 
is a non-profit public interest organization. CELA uses 
existing laws to protect the environment and advocate 
for environmental law reform.

 CELA is also a legal aid clinic and appears before 
tribunals and courts on behalf of low-income 
individuals, citizen groups, and not-for-profit 
organizations who otherwise would not be able to 
afford legal assistance. 
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About CELA



Importance of Legitimacy in 
Environmental Decision Making

 “The environmental problems of the 21st century can be effectively addressed 
only by processes that link sound scientific analysis with effective public 
deliberations.”

 National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council report: Public Participation in
Environmental Assessment and Decision Making, Washington D.C.

 Expanding on this statement, that report says: “Environmental decisions present
very complex choices among interests and values, so that choices are political, 
social, cultural, and economic, at least as much as they are scientific and 
technical.”

 Critiques include failure to pay attention to legitimate interests; failure to take
certain concerns into account; artificial narrowing of the choices to consider;
failure to take important values into account in analyses; making unrealistic 
assumptions in the face of scientific uncertainty; failure to account for “different 
ways of knowing.”



Why legitimacy matters for nuclear fuel 
waste questions

 Level and type of the hazard

 Longevity of the hazard

 Necessity for successful separation from biota essentially “forever”

 Inter-generational issues

 Costs

 Transportation issues

 Other affected communities

 Intractability of radioactive waste management questions

 Poor success to date with proposed approaches



Necessary Elements of Public Participation in 
Environmental Decision Making

 Education

 Individual

 Collective

 Institutions & decision makers

 Trust

 In democratic processes

 In the decision making institutions and individuals

 In those providing input to the decision



Necessary aspects of deliberation

 Communication

 Public Interest perspectives

 Indigenous, lay-person and “expert” input

 Values

 Science

 Potential for acceptance



Who are the decision makers

 Combined input of proponents, regulators, scientists, decision makers and lay 
persons

 Public sharing in risk decisions attributes more legitimacy to decisions and 
leads to better results

 “Nonexperts see problems, issues, and solutions that experts might miss due 
to their disciplinary blind spots.” (Fiorno, Citizen Participation)

 Incorporate additional values

 Reduce error 

 Identification of novel solutions



Meaningful participation

 Appropriate definition of the problem, including temporal and spatial scales

 Accessible – languages, timing, location, barrier free, inviting

 Timely 

 Flexible – varying ways to engage, provide input, obtain information 

 Fair (procedural and substantive fairness)

 Specific 

 Removal of barriers
 E.g. Adequate funding

 E.g. Transparent information

 True opportunity to influence or change the outcome



Rationale for ensuring legitimacy of 
environmental decision making

 Impact of decisions on members of the public

 Impact on future generations

 Need for control over impacts from surrounding environment

 Appropriate identification of range of risks

 Conflict resolution

 Potential for development of consensus (but not at all costs)

 Inclusion

 Capacity for current and future problem solving



Examples with strong and poor 
legitimacy

 Strong:

 Berger Inquiry 1970s

 Cases dealt with under Ontario’s former IFPA 1980s & 1990s

 Walkerton Inquiry 2000s

 Poor:

 Oldman River navigation approval & other permits 1970s & 1980s

 Haida forestry licence cases in BC prior to the consultation cases 1990s

 NEB recent pipeline cases 2010’s



Principles for legitimacy of 
environmental decision making

 The NRC report listed certain essential principles:
 “Clarity of purpose” (whose objectives are in scope)

 “Informed commitment” (to engagement, by government agencies)

 “Balanced representation” – including capacity to participate and selection of own 
representatives

 “Group autonomy” – including ability to seek independent assistance

 “Informed process” – agreements on how to share, test, apply relevant information

 “Accountability: - including good faith participation; accountability to process and public

 “Openness” – ensuring all participants are fully informed, timely information, 
communication of any requirements and constraints

 “Timeliness” – of decisions and outcomes

 “Implementation” – including identification of roles and responsibilities and 
consequences



NRC’s “diagnostic questions”

 Is information adequate?  Do the various parties agree?

 Is uncertainty acknowledged and well-characterized? How is uncertainty 
being incorporated into the decision?

 Is the information accessible and interpretable by various interests?

 Is the information trust-worthy?

 Where is the decision making authority?

 Who would implement?

 Are there parties who are having or might have difficulty being adequately 
represented?

 Is the right range of parties represented given the geographic or temporal 
scale?



Diagnostic questions continued

 Are there disparities in participants that affect participation and/or ability to
influence the outcome?

 Are there interests that are difficult to reach?

 What are the differences in values, interests, cultural views, perspectives and 
are they reconcilable?  Is there polarization of participants?

 To what degree do those at the table represent others?

 Are there any significant trust issues of agencies, scientists, decision makers?

 Is there any concern about levels of sincerity or good faith in the decision
making process?



Discussion Q’s
 What would shared decision making look like

 Who should decisions be shared with (geographically, culturally, by
role or responsibility, by type of knowledge)

 How are the impacts on future generations to be taken into account?  

 What types of interests need to be considered?

 How are values to be weighed and by who?

 What knowledge is needed for decisions?

 How can capacity to participate in decision making be established?

 Who is not engaging in the process and why?

 Are there any issues of trust in the process; has this been examined?

 How can knowledge be exchanged and passed on within the
community / communities and to future residents?
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